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By: John Harris
Director

H

ello all chapter
members. As
you know another month has come
and gone. Hope everyone has been doing some riding. We had
a pretty good turnout for the Tub Run.
We had 600 bikes, a little bit down from
last year. This might have been due to
the possibility of the storms and most
certainly the move to Traxler Park. See
you on the road.

riding while dodging the rain.
The Boardtracker HOG Chapter
MDA Tub Run was a blast. We had
a great time downtown Friday night
and an awesome time on Saturday at
Traxler Park.
Don’t forget we have a meeting on
July 20th. Social hour starts at 6:00pm
and the meeting begins at 7:00pm. Also,
you can stay in the know by signing up
for the HOG Chapter texts by texting
the word HOG to the number 36000.
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By: Sarah Harris
Secretary

H

ello
HOG
Chapter!
Wow, June has
come and gone already.
We hope you enjoyed getting out and
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By: Phil Welch
Road Captain

H

ope
everyone is having
fun and getting lots of riding in. I
would like to thank everyone who rode, worked or had anything to do with the MDA Tub Run. I
have had a lot of positive feedback. I
know we had some glitches, but definitely an event we can build on. Time to
get rested up and get on with Chapter
rides. On July 9th, Troy Heflick will
lead a ride to New Diggins. July 22nd
we will have a guest Road Captain, Bob
Nietzold, leading us to Psycho Silo and
I will be leading a LSR ride Wednesday,
July 25th to Whiskey Ranch in Delavan. See you on the road!

By: Jay Head
Activities Officer

G

ood
evening
fellow chapter
members. Well,
the Tub Run has come
and gone. First, I want to say thank you
to everyone that volunteered their time
for this event. Without all your help we
could not have this event, so again a huge
Thank You! This was our first time at
Traxler Park and all things considered I
think it was a success. We learned a lot
and have things to work on. I personally
think next year will be bigger and better.
That being said if anyone has any ideas
for next year, please let us know.
Now that the Tub Run is over let’s enjoy the weather and get out and ride!
Keep selling our Hogmongous 50/50
tickets. Let’s make this year a record
giveaway. Last year, we had over $4,000
going to a single winner.
I hope to see you all at the July meeting and Tuesday night Bike Nights. Our
local sponsor rides are starting up again,
come out enjoy a short ride and show
support to our sponsors. Oh yeah, and
eat some good food as well!!
Until then, ride safe and ride often!
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER
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By: Rain Nietzold exposure. It was fun seeing people ride of the park and was able to put into acEditor into the Main Street parking area on their tion what I had on paper. It was around

F

or Bob and me,
the Tub Run
started on Friday
night. I had a pretty
hectic day. My granddaughter was visiting me from Lousiana and I had to drive her down to my
daughter’s house in Yorkville, Illinois
so that she could visit with her cousins. This is a two hour drive, one way.
I made it back to Janesville with just
enough time to shower and get ready for
the evening’s events.
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The streets were already blocked off
and the band, Over the Limit, was just
getting their final touches in place. I
started off on one side of the street, but
later moved our table to the other side
by the beer trailer, which gave us more

bikes. Over the Limit did a wonderful
job. Their lead singer even went out into
the audience.
Around 8:30pm, we noticed that the
clouds were starting to roll in and it wasn’t
too long before we packed up our stuff to
head back home. No sooner were
we in the truck, when it started to
rain. Whew, that was close!
Saturday, 5:30am came way
too early. Bob and I headed out
to Traxler Park. We met up with
Troy Heflick (who was my assistant in securing vendor’s). Some
of the vendor’s told me that they
had planned on being at the park
to set up by 8:00am.
Not. Oh well, at
least we were able
to get our booth set
up, welcome the car
show people, answer questions from
people just passing
through and get an
idea of how everything was going to
work. Good thing,
I already had a map

10:00 when the car show people started
to arrive along with my vendors. Shortly,
thereafter Jay Head along with his wife
Kirsten left the ride early to start setting
up the bar. Since Bob and I were way
ahead of schedule, we pitched in the help.
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Once the bar area was good to go, Bob
went home to get our puppy, Biscuit.
Since I had him locked up all day the
day before, I felt really bad on doing this
to him again. He had a field-day and
received a lot of attention. Next year, if I
bring him, I think I will charge $5.00 for
a pet and in turn they will get not only
the pet, but a raffle ticket.
One thing we really need to improve
on next year is to have more food vendors
and have them open early. The car show
started at 10:00am and people were asking me about food. I felt really bad that I
had to tell them that food would not start
until 3:00pm. So, I promise, next year
there will be food available a lot earlier.
Being that we had a HOG booth, we
became the information center. That
was to be expected and I had a great
time meeting everyone and trying to
help them out. From time to time, I also
checked on our vendors to make sure
they were comfortable and see if they
needed anything. Needless to say, I did a
lot of walking, but well worth the effort.
The time finally came when we heard
the first roar of the bikes. It was a very
impressive sight to see all the bikes
that carried all the flags. They rolled
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in, went around the circle
and parked the bikes all
along the outer edge of
the park’s circle parking.
Very cool! The first stop
for many was the ticket
booth and bathrooms.
It was a great event and
as of the time of this printing, I have not heard how
much we collected for the
MDA. I know we need to
improve on several things,
for one, there were a lot of
complaints regarding the
lack of bike games. I’m
sorry I gave the wrong information. I later found
out that there was only
one person in charge of the
bike games and he had a
family emergency that day.
Next year, we will have a
committee with more than
one person. All in all, the
weather held up until later
that day and I was thankful
that at least we were able
to get the ride out without
getting rain as well as being able to enjoy some of the
events before it
started pouring. In the end,
we did have a
lot of rain, but
we also had a
lot of smiles
and I would
not give that up
for anything!r
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So Why Call It
the Tub Run?

Lisa’s
Corner
By: Lisa Radant
Assistant Director

By: Sandy Welch
Membership Director

O

ne cold night in November
1994, eight HOG Chapter
members came together to
start planning a MDA benefit. They
had a newsletter called Hog Wash. A
HOG was the abbreviated version of
Harley Owner’s Group with it’s symbol
being a pig, or hog if you will. Why
not incorporate it into the benefit in
some way? It made total sense. So here
they had a hog, hogs are known to be
dirty, and they thought, why not clean
it up a bit—hence a hog taking a bath,
which ultimately came down to calling
the benefit the “Tub Run.”
The eight people on that planning committee were Roger and DarJULY 2017

lene Dole, Jeff and Lana Nipple, Dave
and Pam Yadley, John Bartuska and Jes
Schild. John Bartuska was the original
Road Captain for the chapter.
The first Tub Run was at Ken’s
Cabin, which is now known as Bobble
Heads. A lot of thought went into that
first event and since then it has been
known to be one of the biggest fund
raisers in the history of our chapter. For
those that do not know, our name back
then was South Central Wisconsin.
That first year our chapter raised
$17,000 in one day! A very impressive
start. To date, we have raised over $2
million and it will only keep on growing
from here!r
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H

ey y’all. Wow, I can’t believe
how fast this riding season
seems to be flying by. I was
just thinking I’ve been able to get a lot
of riding in, and plan a bunch more, but
I know I will be sad when it’s time to put
the bike away for the winter. Oh well,
that’s a worry for much later...
The Tub Run seemed
to be a great success despite
the threat of bad weather.
My best friend, who lives
in Michigan, came over to
Road Guard with me. We
loved seeing all the bikes
with everyone waving and
smiling as they went by.
The people at the intersections we were at were super
excited about the event and
thanked us for what we
were doing.
On Friday, we finished off
our poker run stops along
with my great friend and fellow chapter member, Mary
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER

Jackson. It was fun racing from place
to place, then getting downtown in time
to draw our cards. Unfortunately, none
of us had good hands, even with buying
extra cards. I know the money goes to a
good cause so it makes it all okay.
I am heading off on another adventure with a chapter out of the Chicago
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burbs. We are heading up through Wisconsin to the Upper Peninsula of Michigan to meet up with the chapter from
Grand Rapids, Michigan. It should be
a great time and I am looking forward
to making some new friends and riding buddies. I have ridden up to Door
County (when we did our chapter overnight a few years ago) and I have ridden
up the western coast of Michigan to the
Upper Peninsula, but I have never ridden across the top so this should be fun.
I hope all of you are having great adventures this year and are getting a lot of
time in the saddle. Remember, winter is
coming! LOL. I hope to see all of you
out on the road!r
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Group
Riding
Refresher
REMINDER
• Drinking and driving don’t mix, and is
not allowed on official HOG rides.
• Always ride in a staggered formation as
it gives you an extra margin for safety.
• Make sure your vehicle is in good operating condition.
• Being too hot or too cold can affect
JULY 2017

how alert you are as a driver.
• Be sure to pack appropriate protective
clothing, such as a long-sleeve cotton
shirt (for protection from the sun),
helmet, eye protection, leather jacket,
gloves, etc.
• A group of motorcycles is not considered a single vehicle. Be courteous and
8

allow cars to enter and exit the highway and change lanes.
• Generally speaking, a car will not want
to ride in the middle of a group of motorcycles and will get out of the group
as quickly as possible.
• Try to familiarize yourself with the
route and scheduled stops.
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER

By: Kevin Manning
Safety Officer

• Arrive to participate in a group ride
with a full tank of gas.
• The Road Captain/Ride Leader should
always hold a pre-ride meeting.
EMERGENCY STOPPING
• Ride with a partner or ensure the
group has an officer (or designated
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER

sweep) bringing up the rear. In the
event someone needs to pull over for
an unscheduled stop, the partner officer, or sweep should stop in case assistance is needed.
• It’s unsafe for a large group to stop on
the side of the road. If someone needs
to pull over, the remainder of the
9

group should continue to a safe haven
to pull off.
• At that time, the group will decide to
wait, or send a rider or two back, and
continue on.
PASSING OTHER VEHICLES
• The lead motorcycle should be in the
JULY 2017

left 1/3 of lane, the second motorcycle
should be in the right 1/3 of the lane,
one second behind the first rider, and
so on.
• Leave enough room between each motorcycle so that any rider can maneuver
to the right or left without hitting anyone else.
• Always stay in line with the bike in
front of you. Do not switch between
the left and right side of the lane.
SINGLE FILE RIDING
• All motorcycles ride in a single line,
two seconds behind one another, in either the right or left third of the lane.
The lead rider determines on which
side of the lane the group will ride.
PASSING
• Passing should always be undertaken one
motorcycle at a time, in staggered formation. Remember, passing at any time can
be hazardous. Use common sense.
STAGGERED RIDING
• Pre-pass position—Be far enough behind the vehicle you are passing to see
clearly down the road to do an “oncoming traffic check.”
• Signal—If you have a passenger, he or
she should signal as well.
• Check your mirrors—Then turn your
head to check your blind spot and ensure that no one is passing you.
• Accelerate and change lanes—Remember,
legally, you can’t exceed the speed limit.
• When returning to your lane—Signal
and make a mirror check and head
check to be sure there is space between
you and all other vehicles. Return to
your lane and turn off your blinker.
HAND SIGNALS
• Hand signals need to be simple, easy to
learn, and be kept to a bare minimum.
• Either the rider or passenger can relay
the signal.
• As soon as you see a signal, you should
give the same signal so the rider behind
you can see it.
• If the phrase “1/3 of the lane” is used,
it is referring to riding in the right or
JULY 2017

left track of the lane.
• The following hand signals may not
always be used by every group you
ride with.

SLOW DOWN
Arm extended straight out, palm facing
down and moving in a downward motion.

RIGHT TURN
Arm extended straight out, elbow bent,
fist clenched.
PULL OFF
Arm positioned as for right turn, palm facing down, forearm swung toward shoulder.

LEFT TURN
Arm extended straight out.
FOLLOW ME
Arm extended straight up from shoulder,
palm forward.

Stop Light Formation
Pull side-by-side at stop lights and stop
signs as shown below.

Until next month, see you on the road.
If you have any questions or concerns
regarding safety, please contact me at

608-628-7165 or by Email at safety.
boardtrackerhog@gmail.com. Ride safe
my friends!r

STOP
Arm extended straight down.
NEED FUEL
Arm out to side pointing to tank with
finger extended.
HAZARD IN ROAD
On the right point with right Foot; on
the left, point with left hand or foot.
YOU LEAD/COME
Arm extended upward 45 degrees palm
forward pointing with index finger,
swing in arc from back to front.
DOUBLE FILE
Arm with index and middle finger extended straight up.

SINGLE FILE
Arm and index finger extended straight up.
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Preferred Group Riding Formation
Staggered (see spacing on the next page)
The rider immediately to your left or
right should have one second of space
between you and them. The rider directly in front of you should be at two
seconds. This is the correct way to ride
in a staggered formation.
Trikes and motorcycles with sidecars
should ride at the rear of the group.
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER

Sandy and Phil Welch
July 18
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER
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Chapter
Photo
By: Laura Farnsworth
Photographer/Historian
Photo: Laura Farnsworth

I

wanted to remind you all that the
chapter photo was taken in May
and if you want a photo, please let
me know. The cost is $5.00 each for an
8 x 10 picture.

Also, pictures of the MDA Tub Run
can be found on Boardtracker Hog
Chapter’s Facebook page. Tag yourself,
or tag your friends.
Thank you to all the volunteers who

were instrumental in making this happen. Without you, we could not have
pulled this off.
Keep the rubber side down and keep
smiling! See you soon!r

Hogmongous 50/50
Raffle Tickets on sale now
3 Tickets for $5.00

JULY 2017
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Not going to Sturgis?
An Overnight Ride to
Wildcat Mountain
is the Answer
By: Sandy Welch
Membership Director

I

think the MDA Tub Run was a success and I am honored to be a part
of this wonderful event. Phil and I
heard all positive feedback from riders as
well as community members.
I would like to wish my husband a
happy First Anniversary on July 18th as
well as Happy Birthday on July 29th.
Love you pirate!!
Also, I am planning a benefit ride
for Jordon White’s family. Jordon went
missing for two months and was later
found in the Rock River. His parents,
Toots and Moto, frequent Bike Night at
Boardtracker. I feel bikers are a brotherhood and so I wanted to do something
to help their family out.
The event will take place on Saturday, August 12th at Hhffrrrggh. All
street legal vehicles are invited. Cost is
$10.00 per person to ride.
With your registration, you will be
able to pick a poker hand. We will give
prizes to the two best hands.
Registration is from 10:00am until
11:45am. The ride leaves at noon. Phil
will be leading the ride which is approximately 45 minutes to an hour in length.
Afterwards there will be raffles.
All proceeds will go to Jordon’s family to help with their financial burden of
two months searching for Jordon.
I will have more details at our next
meeting. Hope you all can make it! r
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER

Hillsboro, Wisconsin
AUGUST 5 - 6
Troy Heflick set up this fantastic overnight ride with breathtaking views and a
great group of people. This is really one
of the best riding areas, boasting plenty of
twisty-turny roads and scenic views that
just can’t be beat!
We will meet at Boardtracker on Saturday,
August 5. Kickstands are up at 9:00 a.m.,
so don’t be late. Our stay will be at the
Hillsboro Hotel. Please call 608-489-3000
to reserve your room at a discounted price.
If riding these roads isn’t enough, the
Chicken Run is also part of the plan for
this great weekend. We will be returning
home on Sunday, August 6.
For more information, contact Troy at :

608-774-2854
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M

Bunker
Ride

Story/Photos By: Rain Nietzold
Editor
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May 28, Memorial Day Weekend and as
usual (it seems) it was going to be another wet one! Once again, this morning found me looking at the radar and
trying to be the weatherman. It looked
like it was going to be a quick one. We
might get caught in it for a short while
and then it looked like it would be an alright day. Jay Head was leading this ride
to the Bunker Bar in Waterford.
Bob and I had never been to this place,
but had heard a lot about it. We couldn't
wait to see the place for ourselves.
The Bunker Bar is owned by two
Vietnam Veterans. This is a military
themed bar hosting a ton of military
memorabilia. Their menu is also great

by giving the food titles such as "Patton's
Revenge" and "Battle of the Bulge."
We did start our ride without our
rain gear, but soon had to pull over to
put them on. It wasn't a heavy downpour, just enough to be annoying. The
rain did stop by the time we arrived and
the parking lot was empty. This really
was to our advantage, as we were able
to find plenty of seating and placed our
lunch orders immediately.
Bunker Bar and Grill is really a
unique place to visit and for me, it felt
approriate to visit this place on Memorial Day weekend. We had a kick
checking out all the items and got another group shot in before we headed

back. I don't know how Jay did it, but
he was able to catch a train at the same
spot coming and going from Bunker

BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER
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Bar. All in all Jay, you did yet another
wonderful ride and we all thank you for
your efforts!r
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By: Rain Nietzold
Editor
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I

s it ever going to stop raining? This
is the thought that I had when I was
checking the radar once again before
a ride. “Well, we might be lucky if we
were to leave a little later and ride slow.”
This is what I told Bob as I shut down
the computer. I knew this was not an
option. The ride was scheduled to leave
at 9:00am. Bob and I opted to take a
ride down to the dealership to see if any-
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one else would show up and go for a ride
on this miserable day.
I guess you can tell who a hard rider
is by going to a ride with rain in the forecast, or are we
just glutens
for punishment? Needless to say, we
were not the
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only ones wanting to go to the Harley
Davidson Museum today. It wasn’t raining yet and with everyone looking at the
radar, we opted to head out and were
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Top: Before we left and stopping for rain gear.
Left: Arriving at Hal’s and the Museum.
Above: Where it all began, the “Shed” and an entrance statue.
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Upcoming
Photo: Rain Nietzold
hoping to miss the majority of the rain.
Once again we didn’t get very far before
we had to pull in to put on our rain
gear. This really is becoming a habit!
Rich Johnson, who was leading our
ride today, pulled us over in plenty of
time before we got soaked. Once we
were all dressed and ready to ride, Rich
said that he was going to stop at Hal’s
Harley Davidson for a break before
continuing on to the museum. Most of
us were glad that he did.
It was nice to see our sister dealership in full swing! One of us finally broke
down and bought a rain suit, another person bought some socks to replace the wet
ones he was wearing and I bought a cute
little hat for our dog Biscuit.

We finally arrived at the museum, as
the rain was starting to wind down. We
opted for lunch before checking out the
gift shop and ultimately the museum.
The food was pretty good and the company was even better.
As we finished eating, many of us
went our own seperate ways to check out
the museum. It wasn’t too long before
Bob and I realized that it would take all
day and then some to be able to enjoy the
whole museum. I mean there was that
much stuff! We were only able to hit a few
of the exhibits before we had to pull out,
What we did see, was fantastic! I personally wouldn’t mind doing this ride again. it
was very informative and very educational!
Thanks Rich for a great ride!r

July 22

Independence Day
5:00-9:00
Bike Night

9:00
Ride to Cycle Silo

July 8

12:00-1:00
Burger Burn

12:00-1:00
Burger Burn

July 25

July 9

5:00-9:00
Bike Night

9:00
Ride to New Diggings

July 29

July 11

12:00-1:00
Burger Burn

5:00-9:00
Bike Night

August 5

July 13
6:00pm
Officer’s Meeting
Photo: Rain Nietzold
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July 15
10:00
Ladies of Harley
Union Dairy for Ice Cream Ride
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Sunday, July 16 at 2 PM - 4 PM
Riverside Park - Janesville

12:00-1:00
Burger Burn

August 8
5:00-9:00
Bike Night

August 10

July 18

6:00pm
Officer’s Meeting

5:00-9:00
Bike Night

August 12

July 20

12:00-1:00
Burger Burn

BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER

Motorcycle Photoshoot

Overnight Ride
Hillsboro
(Includes Chicken Run)

12:00-1:00
Burger Burn

Chapter Meeting
Quaker Steak and Lube
6:00 Social Hour
7:00 Meeting

Photo: Rain Nietzold
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July 4

Events

Seize the View Photography by Samantha
Nichols will be hosting a photoshoot event
open to all interested motorcyclists. Join us
for a photo with your bike! The cost is $30
per bike and includes a digital image of you
with your bike along the river. There will be
an optional group photo taken at 3:30 and
this image will also be included for those who
choose to be a part of it.
We are planning for a large turnout. This
will be a first come, first serve event. Plan to
be there at 2pm to get in line for your shoot.
*In the event of inclement weather, a
rain date will be set for July 30th at 2pm.

The Boardtracker is a publication
of the Harley Owners Group
Chapter 3588
Janesville, Wisconsin.
Sponsoring dealership is
Boardtracker Harley Davidson.

August 15
5:00-9:00
Bike Night
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Member’s Closet

Ladies

Men’s

Dip-Dye Shirt
Sizes L (2 Available)
Price $19.00

Ladies Chapter Shirt
Sizes S, M, L, 2X, 3X (XL Currently Out of Stock)
Price $23.00 - $28.00

Men’s Chapter T-Shirt
Sizes M, L, XL, 2X, 3X
Price: $20.00 - $23.00

Left: Lace-Accent T-Shirt
Size Large (2 Available)
Price $16.00
Small Chapter Patches
$16.00 for the Set
Rocker $10.00
Eagle or Skull $6.00

Right: Skull Shirt
Size L (2 Available)
XL (1 Available)
Price $22.00

Colors Available
Silver, Tan, or Gold Rockers

LOH Patch
Price: Large $14.00
Small $6.00

Oil Can Shirt
Sizes M, L, XL, XXL
Price: $20.00 - $22.00

Left: Hoodies
Price: $30.00 All Sizes

Large Chapter Patches
$35.00 for the Set
Rocker $20.00
Eagle or Skull $15.00
Shown:
Tan Rocker with Eagle
Silver Rocker and Skull

2017 Chapter Pin
Price: $6.00
JULY 2017

Sugar Skull Patch
Price: $6.00

Oil Can Patch
Price: $6.00
22

All items shown are available at Bike Night Events or at
Chapter Meetings.
Or you can
contact Joe Bucknell via email at
merchandise.boardrackerhog@
gmail.com or by phone at at
608-213-7279
and
make
arrangements to receive your items
on the next ride or event that you
and Joe would be participating in.

4.5-Inch Chapter Patch
Price: $14.00

Joe is also known as
the Stitch Bitch.
Not only
does he sell us our Chapter
Merchandise and sew them on
our leather, but he can sew and
repair your leather, zippers, snaps
and rivets too!

Monogram Patch
Price: $6.00
BOARDTRACKER HOG CHAPTER
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Squeaks and Squeals
Notes, Tidbits, Thank You’s, Upcoming Events...

FREE ADVERTISING FOR
MEMBERS ONLY
If you are a member and you own a
business, advertise here for free. It’s
members helping members. Interested,
contact Rain Nietzold at 608-563-0255,
or via email at:
editor.boardtrackerhog@gmail.com.

July 1—Rod from Boardtracker
July 18—Jeff Wild
July 19—Shiela Lund-Wild
July 25—Kristen Head
July 29—Laura Farnsworth
July 29—Phil Welch
Have a Birthday, Anniversary or
announcement coming up? Send it at
least one month in advance and we will
publish it here! Email to:

editor.boardtrackerhog@gmail.com

Welcome New Member
Christopher Cherry

You know when you are standing in a parking
lot and telling stories of a ride you just

Judith E. “Judy” Smith
March 9, 1947
~
June 28, 2017

where on?
Well share it with us,
We want to hear it too!
editor.boardtrackerhog@gmail.com

